Magnetic exchange couplings evaluated with Rung 3.5 density functionals.
Rung 3.5 exchange-correlation functionals are assessed for the calculation of magnetic exchange coupling parameters and atomic spin populations for a variety of inorganic and organic magnetic systems. Density functional theory calculations of exchange couplings sensitively depend on nonlocal contributions to the exchange-correlation functional. Semilocal functionals, Rungs 1-3 on "Jacob's Ladder" of density functional approximations, yield excessively delocalized electrons and overestimated absolute exchange couplings. Fourth-rung hybrid functionals admixing nonlocal exchange improve the results. We show that new "Rung 3.5" functionals give magnetic properties intermediate between semilocal and hybrid functionals, providing additional evidence that these functionals incorporate some desirable aspects of nonlocal exchange. Results for ferromagnetic complexes indicate areas for future improvement.